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Gaming club
cuts creative
minds loose
Lee Buse
The BC News

Swords, magic, adventure and
ancient gods. No, it's not a remake of "Clash of the Titans."
It's the Bowling Green Gaming
Society.
It is not uncommon to hear dialogue about supernatural beings
at the society's weekly Friday
night meetings in the Education
Building.
"The crater definitely looks
like it was caused by demons,"
explained the dungeon master to
the protesting group of players.
"Let's go back to the sewer and
fight more rats," suggested one
wizard.
"Let's go search around in the
forest," proposed another adventurer, eager to leave the cursed
town.
"You can't go straight to the
forest," the dungeon master replied with a grin. "The town is
surrounded by a swamp."
The society is actually a campus club whose members gather

and play various types of roleplaying and board games, including Dungeons and Dragons, Star
Wars and Risk.
The Icosahedron, the society's
weekly news magazine, says the
club "serves as a vehicle for likeminded college and community
members to gather and GAME.
Play games, that is."
This year there are about 25
paying members, who take the
part of characters with names
such as Apollo, cleric of the sun
god, Lorandra, the fighter, or
Puma, the thief.
The number of current members is a lot compared to club
membership in recent years.
Tim Farrell, vice president for
the club, said he believes the
reason for poor membership in
the last couple of years has been
because students either weren't
aware of the club's exlstance, or
they weren't sure what it was.
"One guy called me and asked
if the gaming society was devoted to hunting," Farrell said.

Kelly RI«o/TheBGNtwi

Ed Carmien, the faculty advisor for the Bowling Green Gaming Society, rolls dice while playing a game. The meetings are held on
Fridays at 6 p.m. In Room 222 Education Building.
Ed Carmien, the club's faculty
adviser, offered another explanation.
"We attract people who are i-

maginative and who enjoy the
interactivity of role-playing or
the challenge of a board game,"
Carmien added.

"Most of the members of this attract a certain type of person.
club aren't the loner types who
"Most of the members are peodon't act socially," Carmien said. ple with good imaginations and
Farrell said the society tends to with like minds," Farrell said.

Federal jury convicts
sheik, alleged bombers
scribed as an isolated attack by a
crazed gunman but later as the
opening blow in a "war of urban
terrorism."
The jurors, who had deliberNEW YORK - A federal jury
on Sunday convicted 10 Muslim ated for a week, looked tired as
radicals, including Sheik Omar their verdict was read.
Most of the defendants looked
Abdel-Rahman,
on sternly. But one smirked and
of conspiring to
another repeatedly yelled in
bomb the
Arabic, "Allahu Akbar!" or "God
United Nations,
is great!," after jurors had left
a bridge and
the room.
tunnels to
Abdel-Rahman kept his head
frighten the
bowed, as he had throughout the
United States
trial while he listened to an
into changing
interpreter through headphones.
its Middle East
His attorney, Lynne Stewart,
policies.
Rahman
cried.
The jury also
convicted one of the defendants,
Afterward, she told reporters
El Sayyid Nosair, in the 1990 Rill
ing of extremist Rabbi Meir Ka- that the blind cleric said, "He's
hane, an assassination once de- not the first person to go to
Larry Neumeister
The Associated Press

Kelly Ri|c/rhe BC N«wi
Deputy Hurst, left, and Deputy Runlon, right, answer phones and file reports In the offices of the
Wood County Sheriffs Department Friday.

'Rescue'is not reality
Dispatchers must have technical knowledge
John Wenzel
The BC News
TV shows like "Rescue
911" and "Cops" may fascinate viewers, but the reality is far less glamorous,
according to local 911 dispatchers.
"Those kind of events [on
Rescue 911] happen once in
a blue moon - not every
week, not every day," said
Deputy Connie Jones of the
Wood County Sheriffs Department.
A 911 dispatcher's job entails a lot more than just answering phone calls.
Deputy Ellen Belcik said
a Wood County dispatcher
has to have an understanding of how every other
police agency in the county
works, since they dispatch
for most of the villages in
the county.

"We have to have some
kind of technical knowledge," said Belcik. "It's not
just sitting here and pushing a button and talking into
a microphone."
Indeed, the 911 dispatching center at the sheriff's
department is an elaborate,
expanded dual-console with
touch-screen computers
and a myriad of buttons,
switches and police scanners.
A large back-lit map of
northwest Ohio shows the
dispatcher's lines of jurisdiction, as well as the location of all local fire and
police departments.
The sheriffs department
dispatches for nearly all of
the county, except for Lake
Township and Perrysburg
Township. The department
has at its disposal 26 fire

departments and 21 Emergency Medical Service
units.
Connie Jones said the
dispatchers at the sheriff's
department have many duties, although that may not
be the way it is everywhere.
"I would say it's due to
the number of employees,"
Jones said. "In bigger cities, they have employees
that are exclusively dispatchers.
"In between calls here,
we type general offense
and office reports, update
materials we use, and keep
the logs and resources we
have current," she said.
Keeping records and files
current is an important part
of making sure the department's operations are running smoothly.

prison for his beliefs ... and he
won't be the last."
Lawyers for the defendants
said all will appeal.
Security around the courthouse was increased immediately
after the verdict, with uniformed
police joining dozens of U.S.
marshals. Jurors were taken
away in a van under police escort. They refused to talk with
reporters.
Stewart said the sheik would be
moved quickly to a prison hospital out of concern for his health
problems, which include diabetes
and heart trouble.
Besides seditious conspiracy,
the defendants faced various lesser charges. Nosair and Ibrahim
El-Gabrowny each were found
innocent of a direct role in the
plot to bomb New York City
See SHEIK, page four.

GOP split on Powell
Republicans still trying to find strong candidate
Rita Beamish
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - The allure of
Colin Powell to Republicans hungry for an inspirational standard-bearer has ignited squabbling among party conservatives,
who are deeply split over
whether to welcome or disparage
the popular retired general.
Powell's emergence also revives a debate over whether the
GOP should be a "big tent" welcoming a variety of views or
should hold to a firm conservative Ideology that was solidified
with the party's takeover of the
House and Senate last fall.
Even though Powell remains
cagey about whether he will actually run for president, many

Republican activists are aghast
that fellow conservative stalwarts are urging him into the
party's nomination process.
Eyeing opinion polls that show
Powell would run strongly in the
GOP field, they worry he might
attract Republican voters who
don't even agree with him on Issues like abortion, affirmative
action and welfare. Powell has
expressed moderate views on
those questions that appear out
of step with the party's congressional momentum.
But some conservatives seem
willing to overlook that in thenquest for a strong candidate.
Their embrace of the former
Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman Is
prompting a pre-emptive campaign against Powell by more

rigid conservatives.
"I'm taking some heat from
some friends on the right," said
former Education Secretary William Bennett, who has not formally endorsed Powell but Is a
friend and said he would consider it.
Bennett, author of the beatselling "Book of Virtues," astonished many conservatives when
he suggested he could overlook
Powell's support of abortion
rights and focus on his other qualities - leadership, family values
and patriotism.
"I think he could wallop Clinton," Bennett said in an Interview.
Former Housing Secretary
Jack Kemp and GOP conservaSec POWELL, page four.
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Student penalties
should be equal
These days, being caught with an alcoholic beverage
doesn't necessarily mean you'll need a lawyer. If
you're caught on the University campus, good writing
skills may be more important.
Any student caught violating the student code this
year may be dealt with in several ways different from
the past. Sanctions for these students will now be handed
down by their residence hall directors.
An example of one of these sanctions is the case of a
student who was caught drinking in Offenhauer Towers.
Offenhauer Hall Director Doreen Long made the
underage consumer take out an advertisement in The
BG News apologizing for his actions.
"Hopefully it will make him think twice before doing
something like this again," Long said.
Another example is of an incident in Mac Donald West.
After being cited late in the night for a noise violation,
the residents of the room wrote a formal letter of apology to the rest of the floor's inhabitants at the request of
Hall Director Geri Muir.
A letter of apology was also written by a Conklin resident who offended a hall staff member, according to
Sheila Davis, Conklin's hall director.
Other examples of possible sanctions for an offending
student might be cleaning, writing a research paper,
walking rounds with a resident adviser, designing a bulletin board regarding the violation, or any other type of
community service.
While The News recognizes that it is the responsiblity
of the University to police the campus against underage
drinking, we do have some reservations about the way
violations are being enforced.
The University student code applies to every student
at the University. Therefore, violations of the student
code should be enforced with equal and similar amounts
of discipline.
But that is not what's happening. The halls are making
the decision about what students' punishments should
be, therefore it stands to reason that a student's punishment at Prout Hall for one offense could be significantly
better or worse than an individual caught for the same
violation at McDonald Hall.
The News believes that the University should work to
ensure that if s punishments for rule violations at various halls are in sync with one another. If they aren't,
students in the future may choose residence halls on the
basis of how easy its discipline is. Residence halls could
gain reputations for being lax or overly strict. Subjective punishments also result in favoritism.
Subjective rules are bendable. Students should not be
punished based on where they live or who they know. A
uniform set of rules is the best way to punish people t the only way they'll learn not to break the rules, rather
than where it's OK to break them.
Copyright © 1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any matiera! in
this publication without the permission of the BG News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920 am;
is published daily during the academic year and Wednesday's in the
summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in
columns, cartoons and etters are not necessarily those of The BG News
Letters intended for publication must be 200-300 words long, typec
anr1 include the writer's name, phone number and University affiliation
if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any error
in stories or photograph descriptions.
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Editor's Note: Dan Gaffhey is in
a coma, a tragic result from a
freak hot air balloon/floating
barbeque accident at 10,000 feet.
Even if he wasn't in a coma,
though, he still wouldn't be able
to write because the doctors that
were in the emergency room that
night were drunk and they ended
up sewing his hands to his belly.
He'll probably sue.
Anyway, this IS his space, and
we thought we ought to treat you
to some Dan Gaffhey stuff, coma
or not, so we bugged his roommates until they coughed up one
of his old English 111 papers.
Frighteningly enough, he aced
that class. We're still scratching
our heads over that one.
"The Ultimate Sport: Golf"
DanGaffneyEnglll
Oct. 3,1992
After watching the Masters
Tournament this past summer, I
came to the realization that the
best sport in the world has got to
be golf. Unfortunately, most college students think that golf is
about as exciting as bowling - a
load of bull if I ever heard one!
Bowling is a pointless sport
where grown men throw their
backs out in order to knock down
imitation lava lamps.
Golf, on the other hand, is a
pointless sport where grown men
throw their backs out in a
hopelessly useless attempt to
place a small, bumpy ball into a
teeny-tiny hole that is usually
several miles away, sometimes in
the next state.
Most students accidentally

catch a few seconds of golf when
flipping from NFL action to movies starring people that can't act
but look really cool blowing
things up, and they see Trevino
or Crenshaw hit a ball two,
maybe three thousand feet, only
to have it land on the green,
bounce and spinbackwards into
the hole. They then say, "I could
never play golf, because I don't
belong to a posh country club," or

pattern alone, are routinely used
to put criminals to death.
Editor's Note: Okay, okay, Dan
wasn't in a freak balloon accident. He was in a car crash, nothing crazy or wild about it. We just
thought the BBQ thing sounded
cool. Sorry.
Another great thing about golf
is that, unlike other sports where
you have to drink sugary fluids
that look like they may have
leaked out of your car, you are
encouraged to drink as much
beer as humanly possible without
passing out on the golf course.
The added benefit is that you get
to pee wherever and whenever
you feel like it.
Editor's Note: Actually, Dan
isn't in the hospital - he's in jail.
You see, he was walking across
campus last week when he spotted his old fifth-grade bully,
Chris. Chris used to beat up Dan
and take his lunch money, and
that pretty much scarred him for
life. Well, eleven years later, Dan
is a firm believer in "what goes
around comes around" and when
he saw this golden opportunity,
he used it to beat the crap out of
Chris.
"Okay," you're thinking,
"that's a pretty good reason to
"I'm not British. "Au contraire, play golf, but why watch it?"
man frere (That's French for Well, you watch golf to see
"Shut the hell up. Like you know oiherdrunkpeopleact like morwhat you're talking about.").
ons on the golf course. People
Actually, golf is a game for pay big bucks in hopes of catcheverybody - meaning everybody ing a glimpse of Chi Chi ralphing
who is a white male doctor, a Big Mac and a fifth of tequila,
drives a Cadillac, and isn't afraid or watching Cory Pavin throw his
to wear pants that, by their color iron in the water - or his caddy,

anS.
Qaffney
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for that matter.
"Dan," you say to yourself, "in
all ten seconds that I have ever
watched golf, I have never seen
such behavior!" Of course not!
These games are sponsored by
automobile companies, law firms
and accounting services. The last
thing Oldsmobile, Hyatt and
Ernst and Young want to be associated with is drunken guys peeing on each other's golf bags and
stumbling into water hazards.
And that's why you never see the
same shot for more than three
seconds.
Editor's Note: Maybe it wasn't
the most mature thing to do, but
Chris was asking for it, sooner or
later. Dan lost $27.50 during the
fifth grade, and to a fifth grader,
that's a lot!
Overall, golf is a superior sport
because you a. Won't sweat, b.)get
to drink beer, and c.)get to wear
radioactive pants. This is the
game of champions - and a number of lazy guys, too.
Okay, okay, okay, Chris isn't a
girl, we just wanted to see if you
would freak. Chris IS a real person, though, and Dan did beat the
living crap out of him. Hey,
eleven years at 7.99% APR for
$27.50, Chris is lucky Dan didn't
take a limb off, for Pete's sake!
Dan felt pretty good afterwards,
though, and started tracking his
high school bullies. Meanwhile,
he's been drinking milk. He also
bought a gun. It has been suggested that anybody who owes
him lunch money should pay him
back as soon as possible.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Court decision
big injustice

Since I had no other choice but the bike please call the owner at
to park illegally, this sentence is 354-1308.
ethically wrong. Is this just anBob Beard
other way for the University to
Bowling Green resident
make money of its students? If
I am writing to you concerning this is policy, there needs to be
an injustice the University has more commuter lots built
committed. Some people may
think it is a small injustice,
Lisa Fetterman
however, I think there is no such
University student
thing.
"I'm not even a heavy drinker,
About two weeks ago I was isI just like to go out. Except every
sued a $50 parking ticket for
time I drink, I get drunk. But I
parking in the grass in a comonly got sick once."
muter parking lot. I have a com-college sophomore
muter parking decal, however
This letter is about the loss of
there were no open spaces availEven as college students disable in any of the eight commuter an "old friend". My 23-year-old cover the intricacies of quantum
lots. There were about five or six bicycle. It carried me over 70,000 physics and American history,
other cars in front of me, so I was miles on four continents and 15 many do not grasp an enormous
obviously not the only student countries.
health problem on our college
Due to my own carelessness, I campuses - alcohol abuse. Now
with this problem.
On Sept 27,1 appealed this vio- left my bike leaning on the front that another academic year has
room window of my home Satur- begun, think about this: Your
lation in student appeals court.
In the court session, the pros- day night Sept. 23. A night which friends and classmates could be
among the 90,000 undergraduecution representative and chief B.G. experienced a hard frost
Because of the chilly tempera- ates from the class of 1996 who
University adviser, Edward
Morgan, made his case against ture and my oversight, I may will ultimately die from alcoholme. On my written statement have helped a basically honest related causes.
about the violation, I said that person go "amuck".
This is a public health crisis
The bike is a Fugi, 25-inch that lurks in the shadows, hiding
since I paid for a $30 parking
permit, I should be able to find a frame, white, badly chipped, under the guise of tradition while
parking space. I also said that it chromed frame, a dent on the placing the quality of your future
is not my fault that the Universi- crossbar and many other identi- in jeopardy. A major study by the
ty doesn't provide enough park- fiable features, Including the Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia Uniing spaces for commuters and aerial number K7B02718.
Being retired it would be im- versity showed that one in three
that I shouldn't have to miss class
possible for me to offer a reward college students drinks primarily
because of this problem.
Mr. Morgan said that these based on sentimental value. An to get drunk, and that 42 percent
comments were rude and against insurance company found humor of students had recently engaged
the University and they should In my thinking that it had any in binge drinking (five or more
contribute to the decision to find value beyond the deductable of drinks at one time).
Everyone knows that the probme guilty and issue me the $50 my homeowner's policy.
However, I do offer a $100 re- lems related to alcohol abuse affine.
Since when is a so-called ward for the return of my "old fect all age groups - but it is with
"rude" comment a legal reason to friend", including the front bag your generation that the longand tools. No questions asked.
give someone a parking ticket?
term solutions must be found.
Hopefully the person with my
Many people say they drink to
Mr. Morgan's unprofessionalism and lack of legal knowledge bicycle will read this or someone "loosen up." But loosening up by
astounded me. Furthermore my will read it to them and be struck abusing alcohol really means losing control. Here's a few facts:
comments were truthful, not with a case of good conscience.
■ The vast majority of violent
// you have any information
rude. I was found guilty with mitigating circumstances and fined concerning the missing bike or campus crimes, including rapes,
would like an address to return are alcohol-related.
$25 by the judges.

Getting drunk
poses danger

Biker mourns
stolen bicycle

t

■ Drinking is linked to the
four leading causes of accidental
death in the U.S. - falls, drownings, burns, and car crashes.
These tragedies aren't the extent of the potential harm. You
probably know people who have
gained weight or been prone to
illness because of drinking.
Down the road, as Mickey
Mantle's recent death reminds
us, alcohol abusers are more
likely to develop liver disease
and certain types of cancer.
Having been a professor and
university chancellor, I've talked
with hundreds of students about
why we have cultures of alcohol
abuse on some campuses. The
leading reasons I've heard include stress from academic
pressure, loneliness, and a desire
to be accepted. Unfortunately,
you and I live in a culture where
getting drunk or high is too often
romanticized as an escape. In
fact, substance abuse only makes
things worse.
As a new academic year begins, we need to debunk the dangerous myth that getting drunk is
an indispensable part of the college experience. Fortunately,
many colleges and universities
are responding to the problem:
Alcohol-free social events are
gaining popularity; dorm advisors are being better prepared
to help students deal with the issue; and school counseling services are becoming more widely
available.
But we need to do more. And so
do you. We all must choose to
take personal responsibility for
making smart choices with our
lives. Getting drunk shouldn't be
a rite of passage, and hangovers
aren't a prerequisite for graduation.
Donna Shalala
Secretary of Health and Human Services
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Student Programmer Council
meeting
The Student Programmer
Council is meeting for the
first time Tuesday at 7 p.m.
in the town room on the
third floor of the University
Union. Anyone interested in
attending should call Steve
at the University Activities
Organization, 372-2343.
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Give blood

Students interested in
giving blood to the American Red Cross have a
chance this week. On
Wednesday, the Red Cross
will be accepting donors
both on campus, at MacDonald Quadrangle, and off
campus, at St. Marks Lutheran Church on 315 S. College Dr.
Both locations will be accepting donors from noon to
6 p.m.
Appointments are not
needed, anyone can walk in.
Donors must be in basic
good health to give blood.
If Wednesday is not convenient students have the
option of going to the Blood
Services Donor Center, located at 3510 Executive
Parkway In Toledo. It is
open on Monday and Friday
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., on
Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 6
p.m., and Saturday from 8
a.m. to 11a.m.
To make an appointment
to give blood in Toledo, call
539-1009 or 1-800-GIVELIFE.

Alumni Welcome
President

University alumni in
Lucas and Wood Counties
will have the opportunity to
meet Dr. Sidney Ribeau, the
University's new president,
on Oct. 5
The greater Toledo Chapter of the Univerisity's
Alumni Association is hosting a welcoming reception
from 6-8 p.m. at Belmont
Country Club for Ribeau,
who became the Unviersity's ninth president earlier
this year.
For more information call
Jeff Rader, president of the
Greater Toledo Chapter at
(419)334-5340.

Father Pays Thugs To In- Arrow Assassin Found
jure Son
Guilty

SHELBY, N.C. -- The father of
an 11-year-old boy who has muscular dystrophy paid three teens
$5 to beat up his son to try to
make him tougher and teach him
to fight, police said.
William Nevel was charged
Friday with felony child abuse,
aggravated assault on a handicapped person and other crimes.
He was jailed on $60,000 bail.
His son, Tony Nevel, was considered a wimp in the neighborhood by other children, though
some said they did not know he
had a disease that leads to a progressive wasting of the muscles.
It was that image of a weakling,
police said, that his father was
determined to change.
Nevel told the teens to "do
whatever you want to with him
but don't kill him," according to a
police report in this town about
40 miles from Charlotte.
The father, who stood by and
encouraged his son to fight back,
wanted to make Tony tougher
and learn how to fight, police
said. Nevel denied the allegations.
"I told them to come In wrestle
with him - play with him. But I
did not say beat him up," Nevel
told Charlotte TV station WBTV.
Tony told police his attackers
beat him in the face, tried to pick
him up by the ears, kicked him in
the stomach and repeatedly
walked on his body during the attack Tuesday night in the Nevel
home.
The teens said they did not
know Tony has muscular dystrophy. Authorities haven't decided
whether to charge them.
The boy was treated at a hospital for minor injuries. The county
has put him, his sister and three
other children living in the Nevel
home into protective custody.

STEUBENVILLE. Ohio - A
16-year-old boy was found guilty
of murder Saturday night in the
slaying of his mother, who was
shot in the head and neck with
five arrows.
A Jefferson County Common
Pleas Court jury also found Brian
Nemeth innocent of the more serious charge of aggravated murder. Jurors deliberated for about
six hours before returning the
verdict around 11:15 p.m.
The murder charge carries a
mandatory sentence of 15 years
to life in priori.
Prosecutors said Nemeth, who
was tried as an adult, used arrows fired from a compound
hunting bow to kill his mother,
Suzanne Nemeth. Mrs. Nemeth,
40, was attacked on Jan. 7 and
died from her injuries eight days
later.
Nemeth admitted to killing his
mother but said "I don't remember anything after I let the
string go," referring to the first
of five arrows he shot.
Suzanne Nemeth's mother,
Catherine Kaiserling, said that
she is satisfied with the verdict.
"Suzanne will be at peace tonight. Now our family will begin
the healing process, although
we'll never get over this," she
said.
Adrian Hershey, Nemeth's attorney, said he was glad that his
client was found innocent of aggravated murder, but plans to
appeal the murder verdict.
Prosecutor Stephen Stem
called the jury's verdict on the
lesser charge a compromise.
Judge Dominick Oliveto

AP Photo/CUy PftrrK>n

Wing walker Lee Oman dangles from the wheel axle of a 1944 biplane piloted by stunt flyer
Jay Franklin during the California International Alrshow in Salinas, Calif., Saturday. Oman
bangs on through the loops and rolls during his daredevil performances.

scheduled sentencing for 11 a.m.
Monday.
Testimony throughout the trial
dealt with charges of child abuse
and alcoholism. Jefferson County
Sheriff Fred Abdalla testified
that his investigation revealed no
evidence of those allegations.
Nemeth's younger brother,
Chris, 14, testified Saturday that
his mother was not an abusive
parent.
Several neighbors and four of
Mrs. Nemeth's co-workers from
St. John Medical Center's Kids on
Call Tender Care Child Care
Center also testified that she did
not abuse her children or alcohol.

Perot kicks off new
third party
SAN DIEGO - In a kickoff for
his nascent third party, Ross
Perot told several hundred people in a hotel ballroom that "history teaches us great things happen in short periods of time."
Perot, who announced the formation of his Reform Party on
CNN's "Larry King Live" earlier
in the week, drew a wide mix of
people - old and young, committed "Perotistas" and newcomers
- at the gathering Friday night.
"We don't know what we'll accomplish," said Ed Leon, 73,
sporting a brand-spanking new
white Reform Party t-shirt. "But
we're sick and tired of what we
have."
San Diego was the first of five
stops for Perot this weekend in
California, one of three states
with presidential candidate filing
deadlines this year.

month mission to chart a
Reform Party volunteers in
21 .S,000- square-foot patch of the
California have to get either
seabed.
890,064 petition signatures or
After countless dives, the team
89,007 party registrations in the
confirmed the Pharos lighthouse
next three weeks to qualify for
next year's presidential elections was among the ruins off Egypt's
second-largest city, founded by
in the voter-rich state.
"We'll do it both ways, so either Alexander the Great.
The white marble building,
way you cut it, we got it," Perot
built 2,200 years ago, stood 400
told the audience.
Perot, who garnered 19 percent feet high; its beacon could be
seen 35 miles away. Earthquakes
of the vote in his 1992 run for
president, has taken out ads in 41 brought portions tumbling down
in 1100 and 1307, when the
Sunday newspapers in the state.
The ads are ready-made petitions lighthouse was demolished.
The ruins were long believed
that volunteers can use to begin
submerged off the coast, and
gathering signatures.
some said shadows of its massive
He is also mounting efforts in
blocks could be seen from the
Ohio and Maine, the two other
shore.
states with 1995 deadlines. CaliThe expedition was a race
fornia's deadline is Oct. 24.
against time. The government
In his hour-long speech, Perot
has suggested it may resume
reeled off his oft-repeated wish
throwing concrete blocks into the
list for government, including
water to build a sea wall to
campaign reform, a balanced
protect a 15th-century fort on the
budget, restrictions on lobbying
beach. Work was suspended in
and a simplified, fairer tax
1993 after an outcry from arsystem.
chaeologists.
How the statues got in the sea
in the first place remains a
Archaeologists search
mystery. One possibility is that
for statues
the area was once above sea level
CAIRO, Egypt - Archaebut settled. Others say the Mameologists hope this week to begin
lukes - builders of the 15th cenrecovering a group of statues
tury fort - dismantled old temsubmerged for centuries in the
ples and statues and dumped
Mediterranean Sea along with the them into the sea to protect the
ruins of the Pharos lighthouse.
fort in a project similar to the
But remnants of the lighthouse,
government's plan.
one of the Seven Wonders of the
The recovery of 20 to 30 statue
World, may be too large to repieces is to begin Wednesday.
trieve.
Divers have already begun fixing
Hundreds of ancient Egyptian, cables to the statues, expedition
Greek and Hellenic statues lie
spokesman Colin Clement said.
broken under the sea off AlexanA crane will drag the pieces
dria, where French and Egyptian from the water in a laborious
divers are wrapping up a threeprocess that could take days.

HOME FALCON FOOTBALL VS. MIAMI ... SATURDAY I I'M
IT'S GRWDPARKYrS'/ PARENTS' DAY. ORDER YOl li TICKETS TODAY372-2762!

Fall Jacket Klowout !!!
Check out our large te
selection of fall
I
windbreakers, jackets, ■
assorted styles and
colors, including
BGSU jackets.
Holloway - Harvard
- Charles River

20%
OFF
Any Fall Jacket
With This Coupon
School Varsity Jackets
and Uttering Excluded.

<•[ QC SB! FALCON HOUSE SPORTING GOODS Our F,^,,. ru^i^^bu
John & Mary Mura.
Your Hockey Headquarter in Bowling Green
^^srfJtaJWW*
Proprietors
123 S. Main, DOWNTOWN B.C. • 352-3610
Sp-jfe/w..

*jocelyh Alexander
I Mand&BjM-tjo-nKim Bcccro

|4eJnifer:£lp:
Ml Difk$nslb>
"irrie-Gcrb
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Race car, driver visit LSU celebrates this month
local furniture store October designated Hispanic Heritage Month
seventh in last year's series.
However, Loney was not the
only attraction, Walls said. Radio
station K100 broadcasted live
from the event and held a drawing for a free Flexsteel recliner.

Jennifer Schab
The BC News

to see a race car and talk to a
racecar driver every day," she
said. "It was available for anyone
interested in racing."
Freshman Angela Rowe, a dietetics major, said meeting Loney

A race car driver from the ASA
AC/Delco Challenge Series
made a special appearance at
Perry House Furniture Friday.
Brad Loney, driver of the #33
Flexsteel-sponsored Chevy Lumina signed autographs and
greeted fans between 2:30 and
8:30 p.m. at Perry House, 19901
N. Dixie Highway.
Loney's visit was in conjunction with a race at Toledo SpeedAngela Rowe
way on Oct. 1, said Becky Walls,
freshman
dietetics major
manager of Perry House Furniture.
Loney came to the furniture
store because both he and his
The Honda Goldwing Road was very interesting.
race car are sponsored by Flex- Riders Association also had a
teel furniture, which is sold at bike show and served hot sand"It's neat to meet a race car
the store.
wiches.
driver because they lead such an
Loney, who came to answer
The event was very family- exciting life," Rowe said. "It's inquestions, has won numerous oriented, Walls said.
teresting to hear if he gets scared
awards and honors. He came in
"You don't have an opportunity or what happens during a race."

'It's neat to meet a race car driver because
they lead such an exciting life. It's
interesting to hear if he gets scared or what
happens during a race."

Andrea Wood
The BC News

The Latino Student Union
has put together an educational
and entertaining celebration
for Hispanic Heritage Month
during October.
This year's celebration is the
largest since the Latino Student Union began in 1971.
"We've come a long way,"
said Gloria Pizana, a founding
member and now co-advisor
for LSU.
Dora Vega, member and
former president of LSU, said
there is a focus on the entire
community, including those
who may be unfamiliar with
Latino culture.
"We have events that can
teach the community about our
diverse cultures," said Vega.
"We all have different backgrounds, but we're all Latino

and we try to have events we
can enjoy," said Jorge Martinez, president of LSU.
The month-long event begins
with the Hispanic Heritage
Luncheon. Several members of
LSU will then make the journey to Chicago for the 13th annual Hispanic Leadership Conference, featuring Vice President Al Gore.
A fashion show displaying
authentic Latino apparel will
take place Oct. 13, with members of LSU modeling. Last
year's show attracted more
than 200 people.
Pizana assisted with the fashion show planning and said
there will be a larger variety of
costumes this year.
"We try to get as many traditional outfits from different
Latino countries as possible,"
said Vega
The University's Latino

Alumni Society has more than
500 members and will entertain them at the annual Reunion Celebration on Saturday,
Oct. 7. This year the society is
seeking to endow a new scholarship in honor of Antonio
Buron, a 40-year veteran of Latin and Spanish instruction.
Buron has been teaching at the
University for 25 years.
On Oct. 27, motivational
speaker Jimmy Cabrera will
present "Building Success
Through the Values of Excellence," a talk which will address self-management, cultural awareness and teamwork.
The final event is a new one
for LSU, a Masquerade Ball in
honor of Dia de los Muertos, or
"Day of the dead" on Oct. 28.
"Dia de los Muertos is traditional in Hispanic culture; it
is a time to celebrate both life
and death, " said Martinez.

Battle site denied national status Moose Brothers
Pizza opens door
The Associated Press

TOLEDO, Ohio - The site of
the 1794 Battle of Fallen Timbers probably is not worth designation as a national park,
the director of the National
Park Service said.
But the director, Roger Kennedy, said the site near Interstate 475 and U.S. 24 is important enough to become an "affiliated area" of the park service.
The battlefield in suburban
Maumee is being eyed for a
mall development. The land is
owned by the city of Toledo.
An affiliated area is recog-

nized as nationally significant
but is managed by local groups
rather than the park service.
"We're on our way now," said
Maumee Mayor Steve Pauken,
who has been working to get
the site nationally recognized.
U.S. troops led by Gen.
"Mad" Anthony Wayne
defeated a coalition of Indians
in the battle, which opened
Ohio and the then-Northwest
Territory to white settlement.
Kennedy made his statements in a letter to Rep. Ralph
Regula, R-Ohio. The letter
commits the park service to
helping local officials prepare
the site.

landmarks but were convicted of
the broader seditious conspiracy
charge.
The sheik and Nosalr face life
in prison when they are sentenced in January; the rest face
20 to 30 years.
The verdict concluded a ninemonth trial featuring more than
200 witnesses and hundreds of
exhibits in a heavily guarded
Manhattan courthouse patrolled
daily by a bomb-sniffing dog.
Facing a rarely used Civil Warera seditious conspiracy charge,
the defendants were accused of

If Poii • Spartf • Fool • Huh I ttoi TIMU
135 N. MAIN • 353-6912

Monday Night
Football

.75<t Night
Mix Drinks, Shots and Beer
2 Hot Dogs .75<t All Night
3 Winqs " .75<t All Night

caused the withdrawal of a
peacekeeping force from the
Middle East.
He said Abdel-Rahman called
the United States "the No. 1
enemy of Islam."
Members of the Jihad Organization allegedly sought to bring a
global holy war to the United
States by killing Kahane and
bombing the trade center.
The defense case was aided by
dozens of audiotapes Salem made
secretly of his talks with his FBI
handlers because he feared the
agency would tum against him.

Continued from page one.
tive analyst William Kristol also
have urged a Powell candidacy.
Arianna Huffington, a party activist and wife of unsuccessful
California Senate candidate Michael Huffington, lavished praise
on him last week.
Huffington accused the GOP
front-runner, Senate Majority
leader Bob Dole, of "political
hackmanship," and said in a Wall
Street Journal column that even
though she doesn't agree with all
of Powell's views, he "has made
it impossible to continue accepting a lackluster standard-bearer
for the Republican Party."
Spearheading the countercharge is Gary Bauer, head of the

2
V/

* creative people (needed most)
* advertising sales representatives
* con tribut ing writers
* office secretary'
t photographers
* cartoonists
writers
ou think you cart fill any of these
^itions, or want to contribute in any way
The Obsidian, call Sakecttahat 373-&pr
^Vaig at .35lMi307^ ■ %: -■
Staff Meetings Every Wednesday
8p.m„ 304 Moselcy
7

scripts of hundreds of taped conversations and excerpts from
speeches in which the Egyptian
sheik said, "We must terrorize
the enemies of Islam and... shake
the earth under their feet."
Assistant U.S. Attorney Patrick
meant to blow up the United Nations, the Lincoln and Holland
tunnels, the George Washington
Fitzgerald said that in 1990, the
57-year-old cleric, months after
arriving in the United States,
urged attacks similar to a suicide
bombing that killed 241 U.S. Marines in Lebanon in 1983 and

POWELL

UJ

e Obsidian news publication
has openings for \
the following positions:

h

plotting bombings and killings to
make the United States stop supporting Israel and Egypt, two
enemies of militant Muslims.
The centerpiece of the plot featured five bombs in 10 minutes,
The government had cast a
wide net with the trial, using an
FBI informant code-named "Dallas" to shut down a terrorist cell
that prosecutors said had operated in the United States since
1989.
It cited proof of telephone contact between the sheik and World
Trade Center bombers and tran-

The Menu has arrived!
I Now serving lunch & Dinner
I •Night owl special on pizza*
I -Happy Hour specials on Wings*

ATTENTION!

Bowling Green pizza lovers
have a new choice on the long list
of local pizza shops.
Moose Brothers Pizza, 1096 N.
Main St.(located in Krogers
grocery store), now includes
Bowling Green among its more
than 1,000 locations.
The company is innovative and
new, according to employee Tim
Davis.
Randy Wood, an operations assistant for Moose Brothers Pizza,
said the store is rumored to have

the best pan pizza around.
Wood said that Moose Brothers
is unique because "the pizzas are
made right in front of you, so the
food is guaranteed to be fresh,
and if you don't see it, we can
make it."
"Their cheese, pepperoni, and
sausage pizzas are great," said
Jeff Lillibridge, a sophomore
sports management major. "And
the convenience of having the
restaurant right in the grocery is
an added bonus."
Moose Brothers also offers a
variety of Chinese dishes, including cashew chicken.

Sarah Lewis
The BG News

Continued from page one.
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said.
A proposed mall by Bryan
developer George Isaac and
the wrangling over the land between Maumee and Toledo are
adding a sense of urgency.
"This poses an obvious
threat to the integrity of the
battlefield," Kennedy wrote.
Isaac could not be reached to
comment Saturday. A phone
message was left at a listing in
his name.
Affiliated areas are becoming increasingly popular, both
with a strapped national budget and a growing interest in
communities to maintain their
own historical sites.

SHEIK

POUR

Clevland
.
rr'i
D
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That could mean help in
mapping out the park, for example, said Rory Robinson, a
planner for the service's
Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program in
Cleveland.
Robinson's office originally
believed the site would need an
extensive study before it could
be recognized by the service.
The study could have taken
years because Congress has to
approve such expenditures.
But if Congress approves the
plan outlined in Kennedy's letter, the assistance and an abbreviated study could be under
way in early 1996, Robinson

^OBNIHG

Focus on the Family group.
"It's curious to me that some
Republican leaders are flirting
with a candidate who has positions the exact opposite of what
have been the winning issues," in
last year's elections, Bauer said.
He faxed a memo to Republican leaders last week saying that
despite Powell's leadership and
military record, his views "con-,
tain enough ammunition to rattle;
economic and social conservatives alike."
Others share his opinion of
Powell.
"All his views are out of step •
with the coalition we have built'
over the years," said Paul Weyrich, a leading conservative voice, I

By Ann-Marie MacDonald
College English teacher Constance Ledbelly has been trying for

years to decode an ancient manuscript she believes will prove that
Romeo and Juliet and Othello were meant to be comedies, not
tragedies. She finds herself literally in the middle of the plays
and the results are hilarious.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre!I niversity Hall)
Parents Weekend
October 4-7 at 8 pm and October 8 at 2 pm
Oil for reservitkJM - J72-2719 Monday -Friday 10 am - 2 pm

Use A Condom.

Bowling Green State University Pan-Hellenic Council
presents

1995

HOMECOMING STOMPDOWN
Friday Oct. 20,1995
9pm Grand Ballroom

Ticket Prices
Wed., Oct 4,1995 $5 day (stepshow & dance)
Oct. 9-13,1995 $4 show / $3 dance
At the door.- $5 show/$3 dance
Greeks: $5 for both show & dance
Tickets can be purchased at the UAO office
(3rd floor Union)

Co-sponsored by
\

I
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Alzheimer's disease a
major factor in deaths
Elderly couple
torn apart by
consequences
of affliction

Charles Buchiet couldn't fix the patients, helped feed them and
ravages of Alzheimer's.
enjoyed passing out ice cream
"And I couldn't take this mon- and popcorn.
ster away from my mom," Bob
But looking back. Bob Buchiet
Buchiet said, crying.
said there were clues that all was
About five years ago, Bob Bu- not well with his father.
chiet convinced his parents to
move near his Beavercreek home
"Dad and Mom were very priso he could help with his moth- vate people," he said. "They
Wet Hills
er's care. A nursing home, at that didn't show their feelings to anyThe Dayton Daily News
point, was unthinkable.
body. I tried to get Dad into sup"Mom always said that she port groups. He went once or
DAYTON, Ohio -- They enjoyed
tandem biking and swimming. didn't want to go to someplace twice with me. Then he said,
They liked to walk along beaches like that," he said. "And Dad That's not me. I can't tell a group
together. They had a cottage in swore up and down that it of people I dont know about my
wouldn't happen."
Canada and a home in Florida.
feelings."'
Life was good to Charles and
Esther Buchiet, who remained
deeply in love more than five
decades after they met in high
school.
He was a World War II veteran
who retired with a generous
General Motors pension in 1975
after 34 years at Delco Products.
Charles Buchiet, 77, symbolized
Bob Buchiet
the fulfillment of the American
Dream.
The realization that things
were going to change - that
His mother's decline accelEventually, Mrs. Buchiet bethings were starting to go wrong gan having trouble riding the erated.
- began about eight years ago. It tandem bicycle. Later, she began
"She ate with her hands," he
came in little ways - like the falling. During the past year, Bu- recalled. She sat facing the wall.
night Esther made spaghetti for chiet said his mother's care con- "That was a tough time for him."
dinner and forgot to cook the sumed his father's entire day.
pasta.
Bob Buchiet is not really
And Charles Buchiet became
A little thing that wasn't, it increasingly alone with a wife critical of Wood Glen. He praises
turned out.
who could no longer feed herself, "a lot of good people there."
Doctors' evaluations con- wore diapers, sometimes called
firmed that Mrs. Buchiet was him by her son's name and
George Hagan, campus direcabout to join millions of Ameri- thought her wedding ring was a tor for the home, said his records
cans in a slow descent into the gift from her mother.
show that Charles Buchiet comabyss of Alzheimer's disease.
His father sold the home in plained only about his wife not
The descent was rocky and Florida and the cottage in Can- being put to bed precisely at 7
painful - and ended bloodily. On ada. Charles Buchiet remained p.m.
July 2, one month short of the determined to keep his wife at
The cost of Mrs. Buchiet's care
Buchiets' SSth wedding anniver- home.
- about $3,SO0 a month - was also
sary, a sick and distraught
"One night ... it might have "a big concern" to his father, Bob
Charles Buchiet shot his 76-year- been early morning ... his pa- Buchiet said.
old wife in the chest and then tience was wearing thin and I
turned his .38-caliber revolver on walked into the bathroom," Bob
The week before taking his
himself.
said. "He was saying, 'She's got life, his father came down with a
Mrs. Buchiet recovered. Her to go because one of the things viral infection, and his back hurt
husband succeeded in killing the doctor was saying is that if him badly. He said he offered to
himself. And their family's pain she didn't stay regular it was go- go to the nursing home while his
remains.
Dad recuperated.
ing to cause trouble."'
Bob Buchiet, 42, blames himFinally, he said, his exhausted
self for a lot of what happened - father told him, '"I can't do this
He wishes he'd done more, he
s for not seeing the toll his moth- no more.'" He said there wasn't said.
er's care took on his father.
much to live for, anymore.
"I remember talking with AlzAs president of the Kettering
After examining several nursheimer support groups," and be- ing homes, they settled on Wood Amateur Baseball Association,
ing told that the caregivers "are Glen Nursing Center. Bob said which serves close to 1,700 kids.
the people who are going to need his father spent every day at the Bob Buchiet wishes he had inthe help," he said.
nursing home with his mother, volved his father in coaching
"We all thought he was Super- usually arriving before noon and kids. "He needed to focus on
man," the son said. "There wasn't remaining until she went to something positive."
too much he couldn't fix. He al- sleep.
ways took good care of us and
On the morning of July 2, Bob
Charles Buchiet seemed to
always took great care of Mom."
make the adjustment well. He Buchiet and his sister tried to
But the proud and independent danced and sang with the call his father, but got no answer.

"There's so many little things about why we
know he loved her so much. Because when he
tried to take her life, he shot her in the chest
because he couldn't hurt her face... because
she was so beautiful."

Remember:
Sweetest Dayl
is
THIS SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 15!
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Civil War re-enactors dressed as members of the Ohio Volunteer Infantry pose near an 1815 home
in Carillon Park, Dayton, on Friday.

Military sex offenders
get humble punishment
The Associated Press
DAYTON, Ohio - The military allowed hundreds
of soldiers convicted of sex offenses to escape
criminal prosecution and then sent many of them
back to civilian life with no criminal record, a
newspaper reported Sunday.
The Dayton Daily News reported in a copyright
story that hundreds of those accused of offenses
went to administrative hearings that offered no
possibility of prison, or they were sent to the military's version of misdemeanor court, where the
maximum punishment is six months in jail.
The newspaper said its eight-month review was
based on records on military investigations into
sexual assaults and child molestations since 1988.
Among the newspaper's findings:
■ Hundreds of criminal records on military
members never reached the FBI's computer
system, which helps civilian law officers identify
repeat criminal offenders and child molesters. In
many cases, the military violated its own regulation by not sending the records, the newspaper
said.
■ Military women faced criminal charges for
petty offenses that came to light when they reported sexual assaults.
■ There are no mandatory sentences for convicted sex offenders in the military. Of the five
people convicted of rape by the Coast Guard since
1991, two received sentences of two years each,
one got six months, one 60 days and a fifth no jail
time.
A telephone message seeking comment was left
Sunday at the Defense Department for spokeswoman Lt. Col. Deb Bosick. She was not expected in
the office until Monday, said Major Tom Larock.

Shop 1

"It's like the military tries to keep it hush-hush
and keep it in their own family," said Detective
Sammy Peavy of the Escambia County, Fla., sheriffs office.

"I would hate for my wife or
daughter to be in the military
and be sexually assaulted and
have them investigate. They
don't have the expertise, the
training, and sometimes they
don't have the heart."
Detective Sammy Peavy
Escambia County
Peavy has investigated numerous sexual assaults involving Navy personnel in his state.
"I would hate for my wife or daughter to be in
the military and be sexually assaulted and have
them investigate," said Peavy. "They don't have
the expertise, the training, and sometimes they
don't have the heart."
Loren Perlstein, acting chief of the Air Force's
military justice division, said many of the cases
lacked sufficient evidence, involved victims reluctant to testify or posed other problems that made
them difficult to prosecute.

STUDENT PROGRAMMING COUNCIL
Tuesday, Oct. 3rd @ 7:00 p.m.
Town Room - 3rd Floor Univ. Union

Downtown

GREAT WAY TO FORM CO SPONSORSHPSI
DISCUSS FUTURE PROGRAMS TO DECREASE PROGRAM OVERLAPPHGI
SEND A REPRESENTATIVE FROM YOUR ORGANIZATION I
REFRESHMENTS WU BE PROVBED.
CALL STEVE ® UAO 372 2343 WITH QUESTIONS.

Tne Clack Student Unicn
■Presents :
Tne .Presidents Reception

RECRUITMENT
Best Buy is the notion's fastest growing retailer of home
electronics and appliances. We are happy to be a part of the
northwest Ohio community and are currently looking for parttime and seasonol people to work in our Distribution Center for
both first and second shifts.
Duties include receiving, repacking and shipping merchandise to
our retail stores. Your work hours con be flexible; tell us what
you can work and we will help schedule your time.

Kilj in rii ';•'■ you focu". y.<j'
Gil! ilufJ ■■• ilfld huild your
confidence : o you can gel .t
highpi score

1 -800-KAP-TEST
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Kaplan students get the most
complete test preparation materials
available including computer-analyzed
practice tests, home-study materials,
books, software, and a training library.
And at Kaplan, we've got experienced
teachers who really care.

yt r
It

Applicants must be at least 18 years of age. Best Buy offers a
competitive wage and a generous employee discount to parttime and seasonal employees. Interested applicants ore to apply
in person Monday through Friday between 9 am- 3 pm at:

Ulk

All faculty, staff, and STUDENTS are invited to attend
BSU'S President Reception. We encourage everyone to
come and meet University President Sidney Ribeau.
There will be a free sit down dinner and the dress for this
event Is Semi Formal
When: Monday, October 2,1995
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Where: Lenhart Grand Ballroom (University Union).
BSU, without U it's just BS!
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Best Buy Distribution Center
14401 Marion Twp. Rd. 212

f indloy, OH
We are located just a short distance eost from
Interstate Highway 75, Exit 161.
A Drug Free/Equal Opportunity Employer
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One hour in the life of BGSU
Through the eyes of 16 high school students
!ll£
On Wednesday, September 27, 1995, 16 high school students from Ohio
and Michigan participated in an all-day photojournalism workshop
held in the photojournalism area of the Journalism Department at BGSU.
These 16 students were just a small segment of the over 1100 participants in the 43rd
annual Great Lakes Interscholastic Press Association (GLIPA) High School Journalism
Workshop, held each fall at BGSU.
The student photojournalists were sent out to take pictures of the BGSU campus
for about an hour, from 9:45 to 10:45 a.m. Group leaders Jim Gordon, Jeff Hall, Tim
Westhoven, and Sam Winch helped students find subjects to photograph, then took
them back to the darkroom and helped them develop their pictures. These are some
of the pictures they made.
pbolo by Shannon Brown, BowUng Green H.S.. Bowling Green, O.
GLIPA participants get a taste of campus We during a morning break between workshop sessions.

pbolo by Sberrlt Ha by. Hugerald U.S., Warren, Ml

pbolo by Daiid DufauU. Norlbmonl H.S., Clayton, Q
Wade Sorenson studies for his World Civilizations class outside University

Dr. Richard Gebhardt. chair of the English Dept. chats outside McFall Center with Dr. Sidney Ribeau. president of BGSU.

Hall.

photo by Ken CuxeHs, Carlson H.S., GlbraUer, Ml

pbolo byJeffPalrosio, Divine Child HA, Dearborn, Ml

GLIPA participants walk to the Union for a workshop session.

pbolo byJotU Cztko,
Hordomia H.S., Macedonia, O.

pbolo by Colleen Crlsl OtrUon H.S., Gibraltar, Ml

Bicycles are a favorite
mode of transport for
BGSU students and
faculty. The scores of full
bike racks are a testament to their popularity.

photo by Sam* Dart: Marion Harm* US, Mtiom, Q
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photo by Cbrls Fox. CUOIcotbe H.S., CUUIcotbe. O.
Photojournalism Workshop participants were sometimes desperate for subjects to shoot.

P1""" h>' Sberrle««».)'. nizneraU U.S.. Warren. Ml
Tim Yenkelvich relaxes with a book in the Campus
Commons.

pbolo by Erin Glomskt, Flmu ood Hi, Bloomaale. I).
Students walk between classes through Oak Grove Cemetery,
located near the middle of campus.

pbolo by Amy Wbeailey. Fremont Ross H.&, Fremont, 0.
Chris Fox. 17, of Chillicothe H.S., a Photojournalism Workshop participant, looks for
something to photograph.

pbolo by Wallace Klmple, Lebanon Hi. Lebanon. I).
BGSU student Dawn Coller examines some necklaces at a jewelry
booth on the north side of the Education Building.

Photojournalism Workshop participants

- . HE *
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pboto by Nancy Cborxtmpa, BeaJord.Sr Htgb, Temperance. Ml

Special thanks to:
The BG News and Bob Boitel,
Jeff Hall, Jim Gordon, and Tim
Westhoven.

'-•.,■

Front row: Jeff Hall (group leader), Shaun Davis, Erin Gbmski, Nancy Chorzempa, Michelle Veri,
Shannon Brown, Jodi Czika, Jim Gordon (group leader). Back row: Sam Winch (director), David
Dufault, Colleen Crisi, Ken Cuzelis, Austin Rodrick, Chris Fox, Amy Wheatley. Jeff Palrosso. Sherne
Raby. Wallace Kimple. Erin Payne, Tim Westhoven (group leader).
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BG bench
spurs team
to win
in tourney

Falcon goalkeeper
stands tall in net
Pat Murphy
The BC News

Robert Field
The BC News
The Falcon bench, one of the
deepest in the Mid-American
Conference, helped hand Marquette a 3-0 loss and sent the
Golden Eagles to a third place
finish.
The fact that
the Falcon
bench produces when the
starters sit, is a
big reason the
Falcons are 8-1
and a favorite
to win the
MAC.
Mahler
"We slipped
in the second half, they had fourteen shots and we had eight. I
thought goals two and three were
finished magnificently," said
Marquette head coach Steve Adlard.

The BG News/Beth Muitra

Falcon forward Jason Follebout challenges Detroit backer Dominic Vella. Follebout scored in BG's 3-0
win over Marquette yesterday.

See BENCH, page nine.

Bowling Green head soccer
coach Mel Mahler was concerned
with starting a freshman goalie
earlier this season. But six shutouts and a BGSU/Kwik Goal
Soccer Classic defensive most
valuable player award later and
Scott Vallow is easing Mahler's
worries.
Vallow posted two shutouts
this weekend leading BG, 8-1
overall, to an eighth Kwik Goal
title.
"Scott has really put a stamp
on the last two games," Mahler
said. "The past two games he has
had to make some real goal saving saves. He's answered the
call."
Vallow, a Naperville, 111.
native, stopped five shots in the
first half while BG gathered
offensive momentum. With the
game scoreless at the 28 minute
mark he saved Marquette's Kevin Berry's wing shot then dove
to his left to save a rebound
effort by Brian Lehky.

"If I have to dive I dive to
make the save," Vallow said. "I
just try to go out and do whatever
I can to keep the ball out of the
net."
The Golden Eagles controlled
the first half Sunday outshooting
BG 9-5. But MU was stymied by
Vallow. At the 40:07 mark BG
backer Tony Dore' lofted a freekick 70 yards over Golden Eagle
goalie Jim Welch and into the net.
"It was just a re-start. The
whole idea was to kick the ball to
the far post," Mahler said. "The
wind caught it and it just drifted
towards the right and before you
know it it's in the net."
BG took control of the game
early in the second half. Jamie
Harmon sent a corner kick into
the box where forward Jason Follebout headed the ball past Welch
giving BG a 2-0 lead.
Less than four minutes later
the Falcons sealed the game. Joe
Burch slipped a pass by two
Golden Eagle defenders to wing
Chuck Ashton. Ashton dribbled
See GOALIE, page nine.

Gaddis keys cross country victory
Steve Wlldman
The BC News

Even without Mid-American
Conference champion and captain Tracey Losi, Bowling
Green women's cross country
team wins. They did just that
Saturday at the Miami classic
when they won the meet by
banting Miami, Buffalo,
Youngstown, Ohio State, and
Akron.
Losi, Bowling Green's top
runner could not run because
of a viral infection, but Kristen
Gaddis and the rest of the team
made the win possible.

"I thought that the race
would be close without Tracey,
my team was able to step it up a
notch and was able to win, easily," head coach Steve Price
said.
Senior Kristen Gaddis steped
up into the top spot and took
control and won the meet. This
is the first meet that Gaddis
has won with the team and she
won with a time of 18:09. BG
has such depth that they can be
without one part and they can
still win.
"Everyone on the team
pulled together and did what
we had to do, even without

Tracey [Losi] and Kristen
[Gaddis], we still would have
won," Price said.
Miami was the team to beat.
Bowling Green did that but
Price still sees Miami as a
major obstlcle in the future.
"Miami has a lot of good runners, but a majority of those
runners were freshmen. They
have promise, but they cannot
compete with us now," Price
said.
Senior Suzanne Isco came in
second with a time of 18:10.
Junior Renee Strayer came
in fourth with a time of 18:20
Sophmore Missy Lyne came

in sixth with a time of 18:26
Junior Laura Hall came in
seventh with a time of 18:34.
Sophmore Amy Breidenbach
came in with a time of 18:57
Even with injuries, Bowling
Green is staying ahead in the
race for the MAC championship. Junior Laura Hall is still
placing well while coming back
from an ankle injury.
"She is almost back to her
All-MAC running form from
last year. I think that she will
back into the top five in the
next couple of races," Price
said.
Tracey Losi's return is un-

known at this time.
"We have to wait until she
gets over this viral infection
and look at her time trials before we know if she can run in
next week's meet," Price said.
It is the finish that is killing
the Men's cross country team.
They finished second at the
Miami Classic. "We went out
hard, we were in control at the
two mile mark, we had five
runners in the top ten. Somewhere in the middle it fell
apart, we have to run the last
half of the race to win," head
coach Sid Sink said. Bowling
Green did get a great perform-

ance from its top runner, Brad
Schaser. He finished second
with a time 25:23.
Senior Alan Boos finished
fourth with a time of 25:29.
Senior Tim Arndt finished
thirteenth with a time of 25:52.
Sophmore Rob Bowman finished sixteenth with a time of
26:02
The fourth second place finish does not kill Bowling
Green's chances at the MAC.
"Now is the time, we have not
given up. If we keep training
hard, and run good as a team

Henry, Falcons back
on track with victory
Scott Brown
The BC News
PHILADELPHIA - Bowling
Green got back to being Bowling
Green Saturday.
Ryan Henry led the way as BG
staged a very Falcon-esque
offensive performance in 37-31
victory over Temple at Veterans
Stadium.
Henry completed 18-of-28 for
209 yards as BG racked up 368
total yards of offense on the way
to building an insurmountable
24-point second half lead.
"You can start with Ryan
Henry," coach Gary Blackney
said. "His performance and the
way he led our football team and
the confidence he showed Is the
Ryan Henry we are all used to."
After taking a 13-10 halfiime
lead on Derek Schorejs' 24-yard
field goal, the Falcons scored the
first two times they touched the
ball in the second half and waltzed on to victory.
Temple scored three times in
the final nine minutes to make
the final score somewhat respectable.
It was a return to old form for
Henry, who through a shoulder
injury and various other distractions has struggled through the
season's first four games.
But It was the Henry of old on
Saturday, pinpointing receivers
and providing the big play when
needed.
"We did a lot of soul searching
this week," Henry said "We're
playing for each other now."
"I talked to the kids a little bit
about attitude, self-esteem and
self-image," Blackney said.
The Falcons came out of halftime with an offensive precision
typical of Blackney* teams, but
here-to-fore unseen in 199S.

They took the ball first after
intermission and marched 65
yards in 10 plays with Keylan
Gates taking the scoring honors
from one yard out. Gates rushed
for 84 yards and a trio of touchdowns in the game.
Nine of the 10 plays were on
the ground, but the lone pass was
the drive's key: a 22 yard connection betwwen Henry and Starks
that took the ball down to the
Temple 27-yard line.
Henry and Starks would hook
up again on the next drive, this
time on a 50-yard scoring play at
the 5:05 mark. Starks caught the
ball after it bounced off the
hands of Temple defender Aaron
Patterson.
Henry and Starks ultimately
connected seven times for 134
yards in the game.
"The feeling and the atmosphere in the locker room [at halftime] was really positive,"
Blackney said. "We were able to
build on that enthusiasm and the
kids came out and really played
well in the third quarter.
"Another major factor was the
play of our offensive line. They
gave some excellent protection
for Ryan and they opened up
some nice holes for our running
backs, too."
Henry was sacked once and
pressured only a handful of times
in the game.
"This is a giant win," said cap
t ian Greg Cepek, who had three
tackles after switching to outsldelinebacker from end. "After
last week, we regrouped and
really came together."
Cepek's move was one of
several that Blackney put into
the works this week. Only 53
players traveled with the team,
as opposed to the usual 60.
"We drew the line on what's

BOWLING GREEN 37

TEMPLE 31
Score by Quarters:
B. GREEN
TEMPLE

3
0

10 14 10
10 0 21

- 37
- 31

SCORING SUMMARY
Flnt Quarter
BG - Schorejs 49-yard field goal: BG 3-0
Second Quarter
BG ■- Cues 14-yard run. Schorejs kick: BG
104
T - Lee 1-yard run. Michalski kick: BG 10-7
T - Michalski 32-yard field goal: 10-10
BG - Schorejs 24-yard field goal: BG 13-10
Third Quarter
BG - Cates 1 -yard run. Schorejs kick, BG 2010
BG - Starks 50-yard pass from Henry.
Schorejs kick; BG 27-10
Fourth Quarter
BG -- Cales 1 -yard run. Schorejs kick; BG 3410
T - Kersey 45-yard pass from Burris.
Michalski kick; BG 34-17
BG - Schorejs 46-yard field goal; BG 37-17
T - Baster 27 pass from Burris. Michalski
kick; BG 37-24
T — Burris 11-yard run. Michalski kick; BG
37-31
TEAM STATISTICS
First Downs
Rushing
Passing
Penalty
Rushes-Yards
Passes Comp-Att
Passing Yards
Turnovers
Penalties-Yards

BG
21
10
9
2

T
18
9
7

46-155
18-28

31-77
16-37

2

209
0

281
1

3-35

5-41

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
Rushing
(BG) • Cates 23-84, Davis 8-30. Alexander 830. Parker 3-14. Card 2-7. Henry 3-1-10)
(T) - Lee 15-63. Davis 6-8. Burris 9-5,
Greta 1-1.
Puting
(BG) - Henry 18-28-209-i-0. (D- Burris 1637-281-2-1.
Receiving
(BC) - Starks 7134. Rogers 2-33. Card 621. Stover 2-12. Davis 1-9. (T) - Kersey
3-120. Baxter 3-78, Green 3-30, Johnson
3-27, Davis 2-24. Walker 1-5. Carter 1 -<3).
Attendance: 3.739

acceptable and what's not acceptable in terms of effort and
performance," Blackney said
"We brought only those players
we thought could help us. Wedidn't bring anybody along Just

The BG NewtUon Heebach

BG running back Keylan Cates breaks away from a Central Michigan defender. Cates rushed for 84
yards on 23 carriers Saturday. He scored three times as the Falcons beat Temple, 37-31.
for the tour."
The Falcons controlled a 34-10
lead with 9:06 to go in the game
after Cates scored from a yard
out.
Temple scored three touchdowns in the final nine minutes,
able to victimize a depleted Falcons secondary. The Owls scored
their final touchdown with eight
seconds to go, but BG recovered
the onside kick and ran out the
dock.
"We just got to go back and
look at what we're doing [defensively] when we're ahead that

far," Blackney said. ,
"We played well," Henry said.
"Regardless of the outcome and
and how close they made It, the
offense played well and that is
what we were looking to do today."
Derek Schorejs had three field
goals in the game, of 49, 24, and
46 yards. He is 7-of-8 on the
season. Punter Andy Tracy also
had another solid performance,
averaging 43.2 of five kicks.
Tracy set the Falcons up for
their first score when he booted a

I

65-yarder, pinning the Owls on
their own 4-yard line. Temple
couldn't get out of the hole and
had to punt from their end zone,
and BG set up shop at midf leld.
Temple quarterback Henry
Burris completed 16-of-37 for
281 yards in the game. Of the
Owls' 358 total yards, 201 of them
came in the fourth quarter.
Troy Kersey caught three
passes for 120 yards for the
Owls, now 0-4 on the season.
BG Is 3-2 on the year.
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Sparky leaving Tigers
with "fond memories"
60-84 this year, their third losing
season in the last four, although
Anderson said he received the
BALTIMORE - Sparky Ander- same royal treatment In good
son will walk away from his Job times and bad.
as manager of the Detroit Tigers
"I don't think any manager in
with nothing but delightful memories and the hope that he will the last 50 years has ever stayed
continue to be a part of the game in a place as long as I have and
been treated that good," he said.
he dearly loves.
Anderson will announce his "I've been treated like a king -resignation at a news conference o and done a lot of losing."
Monday at Tiger Stadium. After
winning 1.331 games and the
Anderson said he's not done
1984 World Series in 17 years winning yet, and he hopes anwith Detroit, he figures It's time other team feels the same way.
to move on.
But if no one is interested, he
"I wrote all the stories I can won't be offended.
write in Detroit," he said, leaning
back in a chair while smoking a
"If there is nobody that calls, I
pipe in the visitors' clubhouse will not call anyone or apply," he
before Sunday's finale, a 4-0 loss said. "The game is all I care
to the Baltimore Orioles.
about."
"I've got to go to another city
and write," he said. "Of course, I
That's why his World Series
couldn't be a writer because I wins weren't as important to him
can't spell."
as just getting the chance to be in
He can sure run a baseball the dugout.
team, though. Anderson, 61, has
"The World Series' don't stay
won 2,194 games with Detroit with me, the game stays with
and Cincinnati, the third-highest me," he said. "The game is the
total in baseball history behind only thing that's important."
Connie Mack and John McGraw.
He is the only manager to lead
Anderson knew this would be
two franchises in victories.
his final season with the Tigers,
But the Tigers have fallen on even before he sat out spring
tough times lately. They finished training rather than work with
David Glntburg
The Associated Press

replacement players. Then, last
weekend in New York, the realization that the end was near fully
kicked in.
"I knew it was time to leave
even before I went to camp this
year. I knew the time was coming," he said. "The particular
time was probably in New York,
when I said, 'This is enough.'"

WASHINGTON - First, Troy
Aikman left the game and then
the Cowboys fell apart.
The Redskins, sensing a vulnerability in their most hated
rival, responded with a performance full of gritty second effort
Sunday and held off a late rally
for a 27-23 victory over pre-

viously unbeaten Dallas.
The Cowboys became stunningly mortal in all phases of the
game after Aikman left with a
strained calf on the Cowboys'
first possession.
The Redskins (2-3) defense put
eight men up front and dared
Wade Wilson to pass, and the
36-year-old backup didn't find his
rhythm until it was too late. Emmitt Smith failed to rush for 100

"Within 48 hours I had six
offers. I was kind of sitting on
top of the mountain, looking
down at the peasants," Anderson
recalled.
Things are different now. He'd
like another job, but he certainly
doesn't need one.
"There's no more insecurity
because I have done it all," he
said. "I don't have to work. I can
sit back and enjoy what I want to
enjoy."

yards for the first time this
season, and the Dallas offensive
line allowed two sacks, as many
as it had given up previously all
season.
The Cowboys' defense was
pushed aside by a patchwork
Redskins offensive line,
weakened by injuries to Jim Lachey and Tre Johnson. Terry Allen's 1-yard run in the third quarter that made it 27-10.

1995 BGSU/Kwik G.»al Soccer Classic All-Tournament Team
PI aver
Team

Scott Vallow
Dave Michels
Jon Giganti
Tony Dore'
Desmond Johnson
Vlike Payne
Justin Millard
Patric Gross
Scott Ziemba
Tim Blackwell
Kal Kaliszewski

BENCH
Continued from page eight.
- Not coincidentally, both of the
assists on those goals went to
guys off the bench.
That depth was on display this
weekend at the 11th annual
BGSU/Kwik Goal Soccer Classic. Sophomore midfielder Jon
Giganti, who was the tournament's offensive most valuable
player, and junior forward Jamie
Harmon came off the bench and

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Bowling Green SUM University
Career Services
Campus Recruitment Calendar
Fortiowaslisof:
October 16 and October 27.1905
Scheduling On-Campue Interviews:
Interview sign-ups tor the recruiting period October 16 - 27, 1 BBS will begin with Advanced
Job Hunlsrs Club Signup on Monday. Oclobar
3 it 5pm and continue through Tuesday at
4pm. All rogielered atudanta and alumni may
accau tie elgn-up system for General Signup! from 5pm on Tuaaday through 4pm
Wednesday. Pro-Selection Inleniews wall until
Wednesday. >t 5pm to select your reserved
inteniewtime. Rotor ID tie Instructions lor preselection sign-up on pagaa 12 13 ol ne Ca-

PHILADELPHIA - Sights
and sounds from the Falcons'
trip to the City of Brotherly
Love:
■ A Friday night sight-seeing
tour by some BG media members and athletic staff turned
up more than just the Liberty
Bell and Independence Hall.

Anderson's first job as a manager came in 1964, when he
guided Toronto of the International League to an 80-72 record.
He broke into the majors in 1970
with the Cincinnati Reds, where
he won two World Series before
being fired after the 1978 season.
At that point, he had 863 wins
and absolutely no problem getting another job.

Aikman injury allows for
Redskins' second victory
The Associated Press

Sights and sounds from
Philadelphia: it's no BG

Bowling Green
Bowling Green
Bowling Green
Bowling Green
Akron
Akron
Akron
Marquette
Marquette
Detroit
Detroit

How about a store dealing
exclusively with condoms, a
man and woman in a domestic
dispute amidst horse-drawn
carriages, streetcomer condom giveaways, homeless people, prostitutes, bicycle-riding
singing vagrants and street-

w
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

L
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
1
2

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

Pet.
1.000
1.000
1.000
.500
.500
.500
.333
.333
.250
.167

Indians solidify
playoff roster

Don't worry, birdies. Your
secret is safe. Just make sure
The News' sports guys get
their fair share of Bazooka
Gum.
■ The Temple win and an
earlier win this year over Missouri marks the first time in
Bowling Green history that
they have beaten two "Big"
opponents - i.e., from the Big
East, Big Eight, etc. - in the
same season. It is also the first
time since 197S that they have
won at least two non-league
games on the road.

you wish to be considered by this employer.
add you name to the Waiting List and submit a
copy of your Placement Data Sheet
5. Press the 1 hay tor a morning interview.
press the 2 hey tor an afternoon interview, or
press the 3 hey for the nest available time.
(Press either 1,2or 3).
Once you have selected a time, then you may
press the pound (e) hey to accept the time, or
press the star {') hey to reject the time. When
you press the pound (*) hey, the system will
play the massage: An Interview has baan
reserved tor you at (time) Press the star (*) hay
to schedule an interview with another organization or die pound hey 10 return to start
8. Repeat steps 4 and 5 to schedule additional
interviews.
7. Bring a copy ol your Placement Data Sheet
on high quality resume paper within 48 nours lo
the Sign-up Room adjacent to the Career Services' reception area, 360 Saddiemire Student

Overall
W
3
3
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
1

L
1
2
0
2
2
2
2
3
3
3

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

Pet.
.750
.600
1.000
.600
.600
.500
.500
.250
.250
.250

GOALIE
Continued from page eight
down the right side and crossed
the ball to Jason Began. Began,
cutting through the goal box, redirected the ball into the net.
"We were getting the ball wide
and getting our mid-fielders
more involved and crossing
balls," Mahler added. "Those
were textbooks goals, exactly
how we practice them."
Three goals were more than
enough for Vallow. BG volunteer
assistant coach and former Falcon goalkeeper Dan Traver
spoke about Vallow's season so
far.
"I think he is a tremendous
keeper. He has a lot of talent,"
Traver said. "He's very athletic.
This weekend was the best he's
played all year. We got up threezero and he's still working hard.
Yesterday he made three game
saving saves."

the end of August, when postseason rosters were set. Winfield,
who has been bothered by a sore
shoulder most of the year, was
told Friday that he would not be |
added.
The Indians chose to keep
right-hander Chad Ogea instead
of Clark because Ogea has
pitched well both in long relief
and as a starter this year. He
went 8-3 with a 3.05 ERA in 20
games, 14 of them starts, while
dark was 9-7 with a 5.27 ERA in i
22 games, including 21 starts.
"The staff was looking for a
pitcher who could sit for an ex- i
tended period of time and then
come in and be effective," general manager John Hart said.
"Chad has done that this year. He
Saturday against Detroit, Valdeserved it. He had a great
low had no three goal lead
year."
luxury. The only goal of the
Cleveland's playoff roster
match came at the 76:12 mark
Pitchers
from Dan Kindl. Duane Ely
Paul Assenmacher, Alan Em- chucked a throw in to the box
bree, Orel Hershiser, Ken Hill, where Burch attempted a shot.
Dennis Martinez, Jose Mesa, Burch's shot was blocked and
Charles Nagy, Chad Ogea, Eric Kindl fired the rebound threw a
Plunk, Jim Poole, Julian Tavarez. crowd and into the net.

Services Budding. Plan? your data sheet on no
lop shelf of VK employ HI mailbox. Please
take .iny available recruiting literature which
was torw4n*4d by the orgar.ization and review
the employer's Ne in tie Carrie, tor Career Resources prior to your interview. Failure to
lubmil your Placement Data Sheet within
4* hours may result In your removal tram
the Int.vlew schedule without notification.
Please remember: if you are unable for any
reason to sign-up for an interview, you will be
asked whether you wish to add your name to
the Waiting Liat. Students are encouraged to
gel on Wei ting lists Should the employer send
another recruiter or modify tie position requirements (i a lower tie QPA requiremanB),
you will oe notified directly tor an mtervkm.
You muat also submit a Ptaoamanl Data
Sheet tor every Ws King Us*.
Consult the Career Services' homepage
(hnp/%ww bgsu edu/office*/careers/index

\
► .*..-«.* -.-•

■ Freddie Falcon was in for a
scare when he realized that he
was rooming at the team hotel
with a BG News reporter. The
BG News now knows the identities of both Freddie and
Freida, who roomed across the
hall. And they are...

Conference
School
Ball State
Eastern Michigan
Toledo
Bowling Green
Miami
Central Michigan
Western Michigan
Akron
Ohio
Kent

Chuck Melvin
The Associated Press

ployer.
3. Enter your Indentificalion Number. (Tha
number you used on your Resume E span Plus
dish).
4. Enter the seven-digit schedule number tor
fie employer with whom you would Ike to
schedule an interview (this number is located
on the Campus Recruiting Calendar, lo tie left
of the position title.)
If you have entered a valid number the system
will play the message:
You have selected (name of organization). If
this is correct press the pound (#) key to continue or the star (*) hey lo choose another organization.
The system writ now verify thai you masst the
requirements, es specified by the employer. If
you met' the requirements by the employer,
you can proceed. Otherwise, the system will
play a message which oipiains why you are
unable to sign-up with tha employer. Should

Much of it may have to do
with the fact that the Owls
have lost a Division I-A -most
12 games in a row, including 16
in a row in Philadelphia. Their
last home victory was in 1991.

Mid - American Conference Football Standings

CLEVELAND - The Cleveland
Indians added outfielder Ruben
Amaro and dropped right-handed
starter Mark Clark from their
postseason roster Sunday.
The Indians will carry 11
pitchers, five outfielders, two
catchers and seven infielders for
their first postseason appearance
since 1954.
They have until noon Tuesday
to submit the roster to the American League.
Cleveland opens play at home
Tuesday night against Boston,
with Roger Clemens (10-5)
scheduled to pitch for the Red
helped a strong BG defense shut season, the bench has been able Sox against Dennis Martinez
to produce. Scoring eighteen of a (12-5). Probable pitchers for
out Detroit 1-0 on Saturday.
Wednesday are Erik Hanson
"We have twenty, twenty-two total seventy-one points.
(15-5) against Orel Hershiser
guys that can play, if we have one
guy get injured, someone can
"They get on the field, they get (16-6), followed on Friday in Bosstep up off the bench and not it done...I'm really happy. They'- ton by Tim Wakefield (16-8)
miss a beat," Giganti added.
re performing in the games what against Charles Nagy (16-6).
Amaro and Dave Winfield were
we worked on in practice. As long
The Falcon bench has put up as the bench keeps performing, eligible to be added to the Inthe numbers to support his claim. we'll keep going to them," said dians' playoff roster because
they were on the disabled list at
In the first nine games this BG head coach Mel Mahler.

reer Saaroh Manual. All interview schedules
remain on-line until two days prior to the organization's watt. A message not available for signups indicates tiat a schedule is off-line In this
inatanca. please call the office dlracfly at
372-2356 to achadula an interview appointment
Accaaalng tha PlacamaM Syalam:
1. Dial 372-geM. (You must De regular ad with
Resume Export Plus)
(You Will hear)
If you with lo schedule an appointment with a
waiting employer, prest the 1 hay. If you would
like 10 near Placement News, press tha 2 hay.
Press tha 3 hay it you have been pro-eelocled
by an employer Press the 4 key ID access fha
Alumni VP Sarvica. Press the 5 key to hear
your confirmed appointments Press fha star
(•) hey to quit
2. Press 1 to achadula an interview or Praaa 3
whan you hava baan pre-selected by an em-

side joint rolling? These and
many more sights indicated
that the group was a long way
from Bowling Green.
Road trip, anyone?
All of these sights were noticed along South Street, Philadelphia's answer to Columbus'
High Street. By the way, the
Chinese food there is great.
■ Veterans Stadium went
from football facility to echo
chamber for Saturday's matchup of the Falcons and Temple Owls.
The stadium seats 66,592 for
football. The announced attendance was 3,739. That's
62,853 empty seats for those of
you scoring at home.
Of those numbers, there
were about 400 or so Bowling
Green fans who made the trip.
They made more noise than
anything else, except of course
for the Temple Marching Band
and Temple Cheerleading
Squad.
Combine the band and cheerleaders, and there waj one for
about every 30 Temple fans at
the game. Talk about school
spirit.

*eti*tet#i>t*>f,*''-v*^<*""*

html) or listen to Placement Maws (praaa 2) to
heap informed of changes or additione to interview schedules, or other Career Servicea programs.
cancellation ol Interview Apaosnlmento:
Cancellation of an interview must be reporaW
in person to the Career Servicea no later tvan
5pm one week (7 full deys) before the mlerv*w
day. Complete a cancellation card in the Signup Room of Career Services Yon can net
cross your name off an Irasivlaw schedule.
Late cancellations will result In tortaram ol
sign-up pn vilegea tor the ne It recruiting pariod.
No Show Policy: No-thowe are missed marview appointments. Employers become vary
upset when students tress their scheduled appointments which harms BGSCTi reputaaon In
the market place The penalty tor a no-show Is

Continued on pg. lo.
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Continued from pg.9.
IflVTMcHaai tuspanion ol your sign-up prtvt**0M tor *» nan recruiting parted. To rtmnm
your sign-up pnviligM. you art raquirad to
*••» a latlar of apology to tm amployar for
mining (ha mierview. bring thii taitor aiong
w, h
' an addrattad. ttampad anvalopa, and
maai with a staff mambar to axplain your bana\rtor. Any student who ■no-ahowa" twiot will
ba dantad intarwawvig pnvttagat for ttta rarnaintfar of tha academic yea-Notlea of Citizenship Raojuframanta: If an
smployar is willing to interview intamaDonaf
studann, this wi ba nolad In tha position raquiramants.
Spotlight Praaantallons: Spotlight prasantalons offar valuable information about career
paths, detailed position rasponsibilitias and organizational philosophy. All students scheduling interviews are strongly encourage to attend
appropriate Spotlights. Please carefully nota
dales, times and locators of Spotlight presentations , as they may van/. Consult tha Campus
Recuitment Calendar for dates, times and locations.
Additional Placement Services): There are
important services available to you at tha Career Services. Please note fiat not all organ
zabons and companies regularly recruit on collage campuses. The list below generally reflects the high demand areas m the world of
work. Please do not become discouraged if
your career field is not requested. Each day.
the staff of Career Servtces refers registered
students directly to employers who have positions in a wide variety of career fields. We also
assist you in conducting a job search through
(he following services' career and placement
counseling, VIP professional vacancy hotline,
job search workshops, professional development seminars, career fairs and the Falcon Career Connection. The Center for Career Resources contains a wealth of information about
careers, employers and current job vacancies
inALLIeJds.
YOU MUST SUBMfT A COPY OF YOUR
LASER PRINTED PLACEMENT DATA
SHEET WITHIN 48 HOURS AFTER SIGNING
UP. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS POLICY MAY RESULT IN YOUR REMOVAL
FROM THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE.
Monday, October 16
Kmart. Store f 3766
#5289011 Asst. Manager Trainee
Nationwide Insurance
#5289051 Customer Sennce Representative
Motorola, Inc. Land Mobile/Illinois
#5289061 Purchasing Buyer/Matenal Analyst
Planner
Tueaday, October 17
Enterprise Rent-A Cat
05290011 Manager Trainees
Key Services. Subsidary of Keycorp
•5290021 Trust Analyst
Clifton Gunderson & Company
#5290031 Accountants, Asst. Accountants
(Audit/Tax)
Penncorp Financial, Inc.
#5290041 Sales Representative

Wednesday, October 25
Black a Decker Company
•5296011 Manage' Trainee
Metlite/Toledo
•5298041 Account Repreeentarve
Champion International Corporation
•5296081 Programmer
Lever Brothers/Michigan
•S298101 Territory Manager
Levers Brothers/Toledo
•5298111 Territory Manager
Elder-Bee rm»n
•5298021 Management Training
Thuntday. October 28

Crowe Chink

■S299011 Information Systems 8
Management Consulting
Film Third Bank
•5299021 Bank Associate
Great Weil Employee Benefit!
•5299031 Account Reoresentatives (Sales)
Ingersoll-Rand Company
•5299041 Supply Chain Management Program
IBM Corporation
•5299051 Production/Procurement Buyers
Friday, October 27
Ohio Casually Insurance Group
•5300011 Programmer Trainee
Rich's/lazarus/Goldsmitha
•5300021 Sales Manager Training Program
AtJantic Tool & Die
•5300031 Purchasing Staff
Star Bank
•530004 Commercial Associate

CAMPUS EVENTS

• •• ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA • • •
ATTENTION MEMBERS
SHAREKnowledool
BUILD Your Resume'
EARNAcDve Member Pointsi
BEAnALDTutorl
Call Karissa Kurpita. tutoring chair

At 372-49521

•"ADVERTISING CLUB—
General Meeting Tonight
8:00pm - BA 110
Speaker: Chuck Rossi. WTOL Toledo

AMA-AMA-AMA
The American Marketing Association will
have a formal meeting Wednesday. October
4th at 7:30pm in BA 1007. The guest speaker
will be Phyllis Boehm from Marit2 Marketing.
Hope to see you there1 Remember: Membership money is duel
AMA ■ Aks'A • AMA
APICS (Purchasing Club Members
ATTENTION:
We have a general membership
Meeting this Tuesday at 7:30pm
in Room BA 110

Wadneaday, October II
Hills Department Stores
#5291021 Executive Trainee
Owens Coming
•S291031 Computer Soence/MIS
Metlife/Findiay
#5291041 Account Representative
Digital Equipment Corp.
#5291061 Purchasing Specialist
Owens Coming
#5291081 Marketing Sales

Our Featured Speaker will be
Mr. James P. Knetchtges
from the Toledo APICS chapter.
EAG
Environmental Action Group
Meeting every Wednesday at 9:00pm
at 1003 BA. All Welcome.
Kappa Alpha Order
Kappa Alpha is starting a new chapter on BG's
campus and are looking lor a few good men; if
interested call Steve or Dave at 372-4664.
Kappa Alpha Order

Thureday, October 19
Complete Business Solutions
•5292021 Programmer Analyst
Emsi 4 Young
#5292031 Accountants
Key Services, Subsidary of Keycorp
#5292041 Trust Analyst

Student Programmer's Council
1 st meeting on October 3rd 7:00pm
Town Room • 3rd Floor Union
Call Steve @ UAO 372-2343
Refreshments Provided I

FUT CHARLIE APIGIAN
AXO-FIJI-AXO

Intro to Mircosoft Works tor Wlne)owe(HM)
This seminar introduces Mircosoft Works for
Windows; this induces creating files, storing
files, and sditing documents. Prior knowledge
of Windows concocts or attendance to inrro to
Mircosoft Windows Is recommended Please
bring a blank 3.5" disk to the seminar.
Wed.. Oct. 18.11:30am to i :30pm m 207 OscampHall
Thurs.. Oct 19, 11:3-amto 130pm In 207 Otcamp Hall

BIG CHARGE

AS

$$$

E-mail and News lor Macintosh Users (Mac)
This seminar covers the Internet applications
Eudora (email) and NewsWatcher (news).
Pnor eiperienco with trie Macintosh or attendance lo Getting Started on the Mac is recommended. Please bring a blank 35" disk to
the seminar. Attendees must have a BGNet
account for the seminar.
Mon , Oct. 30, 10:00am to noon in 126 Hayes
Hall
Fit. Nov. 3.9 00-11:00am in 126 Hayes Hall
E-Mail and News tor Windows (IBM) This
seminar covers Internet applications over Ethernet using PC-Eudora (email) and VN (news).
Pnor experience with the Windows Operating
System or attendance lo Intro to Mircosoft
Windows in recommended. Please bring a
Wank 3.5" disk to the seminsr. Attendees must
have s BGNet account for this seminar.
Thurs.. Oct 26 4:004m in 207 Olscsmp Han
Mon.. Nov., 6, 10:00 to noon in 207 Olscamp
Hall
Intro the the BGNet Menu System This seminar covers the menu command system provided by BGNet Attendees must hsvs a
BGNet account for this seminar.
Fn.. Nov.10.9:00-11:00am in 126 Hayes Hall
Mon . No. 13.6 00 8 00pm in 126 Hayes Hall

WIN PASSES to see Matthew Sweet
perform al the Asylum in Toldeo.
Fnday October 8. Listen to Falcon Radio
WFAL AM 680. Wood Cable 50
for your chance to win call 372-2418.

CATHOLIC STUDENT CONreECTtON
m vites ALL lo ,o n together st St. Thomas
More University Parish religious Ed Poom
tor Dinner Mass at 5:15pm on Thursday,
Oct. S. After mass, a free dinner and a
general meeting will commence. Any
questions' Please call 352 7555
Hops to sse you thsrsll
ElhnlcHy Is Importsnl. Curture Is unique.
Remembering who you were. Realizing what
you've become. I hope that somehow in all r>e
chaos you can find who you were meant to be.
Factory Outlet Store
Student Desks starting at $39.00
Miller Woodworking Factory Outlet
Woodland Mall •354-1614
GREEK WEEK
Congratulations
THETACHIrOELTAZETAon
winning the VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
and
KAPPA SIGMA/PHI MU on
winning the KICKBALL TOURNAMENT
GREEK WEEK

Friends of the Deaf
Wed. Oct 4 @ 9pm 363 Ed.
'Friends' in Closed CsptJoned
All Majors Welcome

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: FRATERNITY
ICE HOCKEY - OCT. 9, 1995; ME NS AND
WOMEN'S INNERTUBE WATER POLO T OCT. 10; MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CROSS
COUNTRY - OCT. 11; MEN'S BOWLING TOCT. 17, ALL ENTRES DUE BY 4:00 PM IN
130 FIELD HOUSE.

LOST & FOUND
Lost Silver Baby Spoon ring w/ baby face on it.
Sentimental value - Reward, lost at MacNorth
front desk. If lound call 354-2810.

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: 4-PLAYER
VOLLEYBALL-OCT.2.1995; WOMEN'S FLAG
FOOTBALLOCT 3; MEN* FLAG FOOTBALL
- OCT. 4. ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00 P.M. IN
130 FIELD HOUSE.
Monday Night Dart League
Call Mike- 372-6105.

Tueaday, October 24
Wallace Comp. Services, Columbus
#5297031 Sales Representatives
Sprint/United Telephone
#5297041 Rvenues
#5297061 Logistics
#5297071 Network Maintenance
#5297081 Career Services

When: Monday. Oct. 2,199S
Time: 7:30pm
Where: Lenhan Grand Ballroom

Monday Nile Football at BRATHAUS
Cleveland vs. Buffalo.
Specials all night
gel a free chance to win a football.

PUT YOUR RESUME ON THE WEBI
Reach businesses and Human Resources
staffs around the world. Make your mark on the
Internet's Work) Wide Web. To find out how.
call Michael at 353-6064.

Monday Spaghetti and Meatballs Special at
CAMPUS POLLYEYESI Includes one trip to
the salad bar and garlic bread. Only 13 99
11 am-9pm. Dine-in and pick-up only.

PERSONALS

Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test.
Confidential & Caring.
354-4673 BG. Pregnancy Center

•AOII-AOII-AOIIOPEN RUSH TONIGHT
AT THE HOUSE
COME AND JOIN US
FROM 9:00-10:00

Procurement/Production
M.M. Ma,or s i Co-op Corporation
coming to interview early1"
Deadline to sign-up is October 211
For Purchasing Co-op, Jan.-Juty.
Come to Co-op Program
310 Saddlemire Student Services Bldg
or call 2-2451 ASAPIII

•AOH-AOH-AOU'ATTN. SKIIERS'ATTN. SKIIERS'
B.G.S.U. ALPINE

UAO la showing 'Like Water for Chocolate'
Tueed«y, October 3rd al 7pm and
9:30pm ln1M78A.lt Is free.
For more Info can 2-2343

Taco Kit

Undergraduate Gerontology Association
Meeting Oct. 3 al 4:00 m Rm. 248 ol
Heal* and Human Services Bldg

ONLY

$6.99

University Computer Sendees Seminars

Not valid with any
other coupon

The follow -g University Computer Services
Seminars will be offered. These free seminars
are open to any anybody associates with
BGSU. Please call 372-2911 to register tor the
seminars. A complete seminar list can be
found on the World Wide Web at
httpyrwww.ogsu.edu/department/uca/semin
ars.

500 OFF
any delivery
over $6.00
Not. valid with any

»■■"-"■»"

353.TACO

Located at 1616 E. Wooster
Greenwood Centre

Intro to Mlrcosott Windows (IBM) The seminar covers the basics of the Mircosoft
Windows graph* operating system. Please
bring a blank 3.5" disk to the seminar.
Mon., Oct. 9. 10:OOam to noon 207 Olscamp
Hall.
Thuro., Oct. 12, 4«>-e«lpm in 207 Olscamp
Hall.

SKI TEAM
Do you like lo ski? Do you like the outdoors?
Do you like lo have tun on the weekends? Info.
Meeting Thurs. Oct. the 5th. 112 BA @
9:00pm. Any ?'s call Kevin @ 353 5397 or
Dave @ 352-1633.
•ATTN. SKIIERS'ULLH WANTS VOO*
•USG USG USG USG'
ATTENTION ALL SENATORS
MEET OUTSIDE OF RM. 1130LSCAMP
MONDAY NIGHT AT 7:30PM FOR YOUR
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
8-Ball Tournaments every Monday at Rail Billiards. $5.00 enlry fee. Call 353-7865.
AXO ■ ALPHA CHI 04JEOA ' AXO

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS PUBLICITY
OFFICERS: Are you In a rut? Do you raped a
creative boost to help you advertise your
group's events? We have an opportunify tor
you to gain valuable toots to better advertise
your events on campus at the Publicity Workshop on Wednesday, October 4, 1905 at
7 00pm in the Alumni Room of the University
Union. For reservations, call tie Student Life
Office at 372-2643,
The KEY Yearbook
Is looking for volunteers. Graphic designers,
writers, photographers, 6 salespeople needed
to help produce the 1995/96 yearbook. Call
372-6066 or stop by the KEY office, 28 West
Hall. Ask for Kristin co-op credit available.
Today is...
Studenl Appreciation Day I

Congratulations
NIKKIBLASIUS
and
LLIANE BRUGGEMAN
on being tapped tor
ORDEROFOMEGA

Bowling Green C.C Got!Course
923 Fair view A ve
4 people/9 holes lor $15
2 people/ 9 holes for $8

Tee Times 352-5548

AXO ■ ALPHA CHI OMEOA ' AXO

Gym Monitor
City of Bowling Green Parks and Recrsation
Department seeks a gym monitor to ovsrsss
tha 3rd and 4th grade youth baokotbarl program at Wood Lane School beginning Jan. 21,
1996 and ending March 11.1998.ra» of pay is
$4 50/hour. Applicants must be available Sat
afternoons from 1230pm to 6:00pm. Apply in
person st the Pan<s and Recreation office in
City Park. Deadline to apply is Oct. 20.

Wanted: STAR WARS
Desperately seeking Star Wars toys, Action
figures, and Ships! Cash Pad No collection to
large or in i Can toll tree 1-800-281-5637,
David.

Mr. Spots Needs Inside help.
Apply in person M-F 2-7pm.

What is Bahai? Call the info line:
I-B0O-NUFAITH

NURSING ASSISTANTS
FULL TIME/ PART TIME HOURS ON
7-3AND 3-1! SHIFTS. FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULING WITH 4 OR 8 OR 12 HOUR
SHFTS.

WIN PASSE S to see Matthew Sweet
perform at the Asylum in Toledo
Friday Oct 6 Listen to Falcon Redo
WFAL AM 660. Wood Cable 50.
• lor your chance to win cat 372-2418

EXCELLENT BENEFITS FOR FT/PT
APPLY AT:

WANTED

WOOD COUNTY NURSING HOME
11060E.GYPSY LANE RD.
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO
419-353-6411

Christian family ol 5 needs wagon van. Does
the Blade route. Willing to make monthly payments. Credit not good. Please call Roger anytime 354-6118.

Our firm is looking for individuals who want to
gain cornprehensivs management experience
nest summer Earn $6,000 to $10,000 per
summer. Positions available in select Cleveland euburbs, Columbus, Akron, Canton, and
more. Call 1 -600-687-1960.

Nanny/Babysitter wanted Irom 9am-6pm. Call
Elizabeth at 354-5002.
One sublener needed. Non-smoker. $1B0/mo.
• utilities. Call Darca or Angela @ 354-0180.
Best times are after 9pm or be (ore noon.

SPRING BREAK! TRAVEL FREE with SunSpiash Tours Highest commission paid, lowest
prices. Campus Reps, needed to eel Jamaica.
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona. Panama City,
Padre. CALL 1-800-426-7710.

Subleaser. Available Jan. 1:
One bdrm, furn. swimming pool, shuttle to
campus, quiet, air conditioning, celling fan,
spacious, bey window. Can 354-0251, leave
message.

International Is looking for highly motivated, hard working students to fill management positions tor the summer of 1996. Gain
valuable experience in all areas of business
while building your resume. Average earnings
ars between I/.ooo $9,000 Positions in most
Cleveland suburbs. Akron, Canton, Youngstown. Sandusky. and Toledo are filed on a first
come, first qualified basis For more information call Man Scherer @ 1-600-543-3792.
TJVS.P.

Wanted - to rent garage space for my car tor
winter months Need some extra money, then
call me ®353-4070.
WANTED: 100 Stud-nt.
to lose 10-30 lbs .
next 90 days,
Guaranteed
Dr. Recommended, $36 MH inel.
FREE INFO SI-80O-M5-7454

HURRYIHURRYI
IBM. Toyota, 6 IBM are just some of the companies coming to Co-op Program In October.
Seeking Prod/Procurement majors. Sign up
NOW in tha Co-op Program. 310 Student Services Bldg. 2-2451
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED: ICE
HOCKEY OFFICIALS APPLICATIONS AND
TAKE-HOME TESTS MAY BE PICKED UP IN
130 UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE. THEY
MUST BE RETURNED BY OCT. 6. MANDATORY TRAINING CLINIC IS MON. OCT. 9.
9:00 P.M.

Full Service attendant needed
apply In person at Barneys
181 1/2 S. Main, BG

WANTED 100 STUDENTS' Lose 10-30 lbs
Neil 90 days' New metabolism breakthrough.
Dr. Recommended. $34.95 MC/Visa. Guaranteed NadineOeMartno1-80O-352-6446

BIG Charge Hotline:
(418)372-793 3

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED; FLAG
FOOTBALL OFFICIALS APPLICATIONS ANO
TAKE-HOME TESTS MAY BE PCKED UP IN
130 UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE. THEY
MUST BE RETURNED BY OCT. 3. MANDATORY TRAINING CLINIC IS WED., OCT. 4,
7-10:00 PM

CITY EVENTS

UAO Is showing 'Like Water tor Chocolate'
Tuesday, October Ire) at 7pm and
•:30pm In 1007IA. It la free.
For more Into call 2-2343

Recognized at all
campus dining services
BG Choices
Applications
available at any
dining location

Intro to Mircosoft Works (Mae) This seminar
introduces Mircosoft Works tor the Macintosh.
including creating files, storing files, and editing
documents Prior knowledge of the Macintosh
or attendance to Getting Started on the Mac is
recommended. Please bring a blank 3 5" disk
to the seminar.
Mon.. Oct 23.10:00am to noon in 128 Hayes
Hall
Tuesday. Oct. 24. S:00-7:00pm in 126 Hayes
Hall

The Black Student Union Presents:
The Presidents Reception
All Faculty, Staff, and Students are invited to
attend BSU's President Reception. We encourage everyone to come and meet University President Sidney Ribeau There will be a
free sit down dinner and the dreta for the event
issemi- formal.

Monday, October 23
Andersen Consul ling
#5296011 Consul tants

*****

Congratulations to
TRtCIA VANSVvEARINGAN
on her lavakering to

SERVICES OFFERED

Friday, October 20
Ernst A Young Consulting Division
#5293011 Management Consulting for
Information Technology
The Paul Revere Insurance Group
#5293031 Sales Representative
Midwest Payment Systems/Fifth Third
#5293041 MPS Associates/Systems Consul-

$6.00 Minimum I

AXO-FIJI-AXO

Getting Started on the Mac (Mac) This session presents the Macintosh operating system
and introduces the word processing software
package Mircosoft Works Plsass bring s blank
3.5" floppy disk to the seminar.
Fn. Oct. 13. 9 00-II 00am in 128 Hayes Hall
Mon., Oct. 16.10:00am to noon in 128 Hayes
Hall.

Weekend babysitter (or Fn. and Sat. nights.
Call Pam at 352-3122 or 352-6847.

HELPWANTED

FOR SALE

$1000 FUNDRAISER. Fraternities, Sororities
$ Student Organizations. You've seen credit
card fundraisers before, but you've ntw seen
the Citibank fundraiser that pays $5.00 per epDiicanon Call Donna al 1-800-932-0528 ext.
65. Qualified callers receive a PHEE camera.

1985 Toyota Supra. Runs great. Must set.
$2600OBO 419-2778039or419-876-9966.
85Corrola
Excellent Condition

TBO 352-7760

$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
For into call 301-306-1207.

FOR SALE
Almost even/thing you may need. Appliances,
electronics, luggage and other varioua Items. I
redeve overstock merchandise from stores
and can then sell below cost. Call me tor informal on 352-3069

"FREE TRIPS 1 CASH—
Find out how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOT8 OF CASH
with Americas ft Spring Break company!
Sen only 15 trips and travsl freel Choose Cancun, Bahamas. MazatJan. or Florldal CALL
NOWI TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800) 95-BHEAKI

FOR RENT

AAA COMMUNICATION
1 bdrm upper duplex avail. Oct 1. $3907mo.
Very large rooms. New linoleum, kitchen and
baft. Cell Newlovo 352-5620.

$25,000
SKILLS
II you enjoy greeting people this Is your career
opportunity. Positive attitude A neat appearance a must. Excellent income potential. Stan
immediately. Will Trainl Call 665-1975 to setup
interview.

AVAILABLE JANUARY 1:
Two bdrm unfurn. Newly remodeled. Microwave, wallpaper, ceiling fans. Free gas heat,
water, sewer. Can to make an appl to eat
these rentals. Newlove Rentals. 326 S. Main
(our only office) 352-5620.

AT HOME • easy guaranteed work assembling
toys, lewelry, crafts, etc. For Co. Apply Delta
1-504 -641-8423 ext. 2565.
Attention Sales, Market ng. A Communications
majors. Grouping Perrysburg software and
training organization needs part time people
12-30 hours per week with excellent telephone
communications skills to assist our
ssles/msrksting depl. Call Lorl @
419-874-0600.

Female Subleaser Needed
kj. townhouse w/car garage A deck
$175.00 a mnth * utilities (tree water
and sewage) Available Immediately.
Call 353-1246
Grad Students! New apartments lor 2 persons,
two car garage, 2 bedrooms, walk in closets,
dishwasher, disposal. Close to campus' Cal
353-1731.

BASKETBALL SCOREKEEPERS
City of Bowling Green Parks and Recreation
Department seeks experienced basketball
scorekeepers for adult leagues beginning Oct
23 and ending March 31, 1995. AppHcanta
must be available evenings from 6:00pm to
11:00pm, Mon.-Wed. Rate of pay ia
$4 50/game. Apply in person at tha Parks and
Recreation Office in City Park. Deadline to apply is Oc: 20
l

Large sleeping room, share kitchen A bath.
$175 ♦ efec. Call to make an app't to see. Newlove Rentals. 328 S. Main (our only office).
352-5620.

CrazyCash

Like to be trained by individuals making over
$20,000 a month. I was and earned over
$16,000
my first two months. If money excited you cad
rep.@66 5-1915.
FOOD OPERATIONS
HEY BGSU STUDENTS ..
WORK FOR US
AT LUNCH!
Lunch help needed
between
1030 AM and 3:30 PM.
May work In
1 or 2 hour shifts.
APPLY AT THE
DINING CENTER
OF YOUR CHOICE I

(certified Hypnotherapist)
FREE SEMINAR
Hypnotherapy as a Career]
Find out what it takes to
be a Hynotherapist
Oct. 4 - 7:00pm
Holly Lodge
1630 E. Wooster
Bowling Green

Frustrated Student
1 spent 5 years A over $20,000 at college to
achieve an accounting degree worth
$20-30.000 per year and no hope of getting out
of debt tor another year or two. I've recently
come on board a national environmental fitness company A changed my direction. My first
2 months I earned over $16,000 and am looking tor a few good people to do the sams A
help with expansion. If you're looking for parttime cash or a full-time opportunity call my rep
81410-685-6389.

GRANDPARENTS'/PARENTS' DAY IS THIS SATURDAY!
HOME FALCON FOOTBALL VS. MIAMI 1 P.M. and HOME VOLLEYBALL vs. W. VIRGINIA, 4 P.M.
asaasssssaassaiasBa»»>>aaas>aa>aa>asaae»a»a»a»a»a»>s»as.asaasias.»asasai
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SMITE THE SAT,

MSANCUO'S
203 N. Main t.0.

LSAT, mm,

SSM.tt

GREORMCAT
AT 186,000
MILES/SECOND

BEAT THE PRICE
4 pm - 8 pm Mon-Tue ONLY
Large 11tem Pizza
only $C 75
FREE DELIVERY-352-5166

ijfir"'

Not Valid With Any Other Offer.
Chicago Style Eitre,
Coupon Esp. toainw)
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